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ABSTRACT

Low achievements in the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) has been found to be one of the major health problems in the North-Eastern Arsi region of Ethiopia. This study was conducted to assess factors having influence on the attainment of EPI rates at the level of individual health care units. The factors studied were categorized as follows: a) Factors related to the health workers' knowledge, attitude and practice. b) Factors related to the health care delivery system, with emphasis on the provision of EPI service. c) Factors related to the characteristics of the health care units, and d) factors related to the socio-cultural, demographic and other characteristics of mothers. Two health workers from each one of the 17 health care units were included in the study population and from the area serviced by each health care unit, 50 mothers of under-two children were selected. The study found that the immunization coverage rates attained by the individual health care units ranged from 18% to 96%. In the case of pregnant women the rate ranged from 12% to 96%. The mean immunization rates were 52.8% and 51% in the under-two children and pregnant mothers, respectively. Other findings were that daily EPI session, using occasions of mass meetings or other public gatherings for informing the public about EPI, weekly tracing of EPI defaulters,
and involving the community in EPI activities were found to be associated with high coverage. Mothers' educational status, attitude towards the health care system, and EPI, were positively associated with immunization coverage.
1

INTRODUCTION

The year 1990 marks the tenth anniversary of having carried out a pilot project in some regions of Ethiopia prior to the implementation of the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) in most of the health care units in the country. However, publications of the United Nations International Children’s Fund (UNICEF), in 1989 and 1990 reported the national coverage by DPT3 for children less than one year of age for the years 1987/88 to be 16 percent in Ethiopia (1,2).

The national coverage of under one children who took DPT3 was measured by the Primary Health Care (PHC) Review done by the Ministry of Health (MOH), in 1985. The review also found variations in the attainments of immunization rates between regions. The highest was found to be 77 percent in Kaffa, and the lowest to be 24 and 25 percent in Harrarghe and Addis Ababa respectively. When the children who took measles before the age of nine months and those who took DPT and polio vaccines before the age of two months were excluded, the National coverage was found to be as low as stated earlier (16%). The review also found that the percentage of pregnant women who took the two doses of TT - vaccine were below twenty percent. Variations similar to the preceding one were found between regions in this latter case, too.
However, the nationally set target of fifty percent to be achieved in the year 1985, and the progressive improvements made in the health resources required for attaining the goal are inconsistent with the results found by the review. The review also found some reasons for the failure observed in implementing EPI. It was found that the reasons were attributable to problems related to the health care system as well as the community (7).

Data obtained from the EPI and General Prophylaxis division in the MOH, indicate the actual Ethiopian EPI-coverage, as obtained from two data sources. The first being the national EPI-coverage survey finding - Ethiopia 1990 indicates fifty nine percent and sixty seven percent for children under fifty two weeks who took DPT3 and pregnant women who took TT2, respectively (4). The second source of data is the nine months EPI - report (January - September 1990) showing the percentage of under one children and pregnant women who have received similar doses to be forth six percent and seventeen percent, respectively (3). This shows that, yet, the National EPI - coverage is much lower than the goal set for the year 1990.

Annual reports of Arsi regional health department and that of the principal health center in north-eastern Arsi, in the years 1987/88 reported as thirty nine
percent for the region and thirteen percent for the Awraja, as proportion of the under-one children taking DPT3 (5, 6).

Thus, in analyzing the availability of immunization service and the optimum utilization of the service by the population, the following could be stated.

The decision to get a child vaccinated is usually expected from the parents (particularly the mother). Several studies have focused on characteristics of the mothers and how these vary between mothers of vaccinated and non-vaccinated children. The decision of a mother to make use of immunization service is influenced by many factors, among which some are controlled, to some extent by the local health institutions. The effects of the local health institutions to educate the community and mothers, the type and quality of the health care service offered, and the follow-up made by the health institutions may affect mothers' decision to utilize the available health care services. Of course, some other factors influencing mothers may be outside of the direct control of the health care system, such as mothers' formal education, family source of income, and others.

Health institution-related factors should be amenable to changes from the Awraja (district) health office. Thus, this study aims at discovering the associations between health care unit related factors and
their respective EPI coverage rates. It is hoped that this will lead to actions at the Awraja health management level, and at the local health institution level. The actions based on the findings of the study will later on aim at improving the prevailing coverage. In addition to the health care unit related factors, several issues related to the community are studied. These include, the socio-cultural, economic, and demographic characteristics of mothers, particularly knowledge, attitude, and practice in relation to EPI.

The last, but not the least aim of the study is to understand why some health care units achieve low EPI coverage. This may lead us to an understanding of not only the reasons why the attainment in EPI is low, but also why the rates of utilizing the other aspects of PHC are less than optimal.
General Objective:

The overall objective of the study is to find out determinant factors related to the health care system which are given by the characteristics of the health workers and the health care delivery system having effects on EPI coverage rates attained by health care units. Measuring the association between rates of immunization as well as some socio-cultural and demographic characteristics of the population, in particular mothers, and that of the health units is also included in the objectives of the study.

Specific Objectives:

1. To assess the factors related to the health workers' knowledge, attitude and practice having positive relation with health units' EPI coverage rates.

2. To analyze and determine the characteristics of the health care delivery system having relationship with immunization rates attained by health care units.

3. To find out the characteristics of the mothers and the health care units which determine rates of utilizing immunisation service, and thereby EPI coverage.
4. To discover the reasons for low EPI coverage rates, in the light of utilizing the findings of the study for analyzing the prevailing coverage, in particular in the study area.

Hypothesis:
There is a significant relation between the characteristics of the health care delivery system and the EPI coverage rates.

LITERATURE REVIEW

International EPI Rates:
In the literature on worldwide EPI coverage, publications of UNICEF are among the most comprehensive references. The State of the World's Children in 1989 has pointed out some global achievements in EPI, as well as other PHC programmes. It states that WHO launched the expanded programme on immunization in the year 1974, when fewer than 5% of children in the developing world were immunized. Three years later, the World Health Assembly resolved acceleration of the EPI programme to make immunization against the six vaccine preventable diseases available to every child in the world by the end of 1990. At the time, this universal goal seemed impossible. Yet in the past decade around eighty countries have accelerated their EPI programmes. China was expected to achieve the target two years ahead of schedule. Counties such as Botswana, Cuba, Egypt, and a few others have
reached or almost reached the target already. Others such as, Algeria, Brazil, Kenya, Mexico, and a few others will reach eighty to ninety percent coverage before the end of 1990. These achievements in EPI have resulted in the protection of over half of the children in the developing countries from vaccine preventable diseases (1).

However, about half of the children in the world are still at risk of being infected by these diseases. The 1990 "State of the World's Children" listed the national EPI coverage for Ethiopia for the years 1987/88 to be sixteen percent, as the rate of under one children who took DPT3 (2). This shows that Ethiopia is one of the developing countries with the lowest rates of EPI coverage.

**Ethiopian EPI Rates:**

The data from two sources (the National EPI Coverage Survey Finding - Ethiopia 1990, and EPI report, January - September 1990) obtained from the MOH indicate the actual national EPI coverage for Ethiopia. In particular, the EPI report, which is compiled by reports submitted by the various functioning health care units in conflict free areas in the country revealed the wide variations existing between regions. The highest rate in under one children who took DPT3 was reported from Borana
(80%), and the lowest from Ogaden (5%). The highest rate for pregnant women who took TT2 was reported from Arsi (25%), and the low rates reported (1%, 3%, and 4%) were from Assossa, Eritria, and Ogaden, respectively (3).

The national EPI coverage survey done in 1990 found that children under 52 weeks who have received DPT3 were 59%, and children in the same age group fully immunized were 58%. The percentage of pregnant women who are given TT2 were 67% (4). The survey was done only in population accessed by EPI. Thus, the differences observed in data obtained from the two sources on the national coverage could be attributed to the difference in the type of areas from where they are obtained.
Regional and Local EPI Rates in Arsi:

The annual report of Arsi regional health department in 1987/88 indicates that the overall regional EPI coverage from Arsi was 39%. However, the achievements at the level of Awraja varied widely ranging from a high of 66% in Ticho to a low of less than 20% in Galama, Sude, and Gedeb Awrajas (5). The EPI report obtained from the MOH indicates that the regional coverage for Arsi is 42% (3). All the rates refer to the under one children who have received DPT3. The annual report of Abomsa health center reported 21%, during the same years 1987/88, as the percentage of under-one children who have received DPT3 in one of the Awrajas in north-eastern Arsi. Wide variations in EPI rates attained by different health care units functioning in the awraja were also found (6).

Effects of Health Care System on EPI Rates:

The present health policy of Ethiopia originated from the declaration of the National Democratic Revolutionary Programme in 1976. The policy stressed the expansion of rural health services, disease prevention and control, promotion of self reliance and community involvement in health activities, as obtained from the PHC review done by the MOH in 1985.

Furthermore, it is stated in the review that the
basic principles and strategies underlying the Ethiopian policy of socialism are consistent with the PHC approach to achieve "HEALTH FOR ALL" by the year 2000. Hence the Ethiopian government welcomed the Alma-Ata declaration in 1978.

The primary health care review in 1985, although it is a study done only in areas accessed by EPI, concludes from its findings that the national EPI coverage for Ethiopia in 1985 was very low. In addition to this, the review pointed out that the reasons for the failure were attributable to factors related to both the health care system and the community. These factors which the review found from surveys of health care units and mothers include: wrong vaccination techniques, some obstacles in the population, such as cultural or religious barriers, and lack of information and motivation by the mothers. The review recommended that training of the health staff and provision of an effective health education could minimize the effects of the stated hinderance on EPI achievement in reasons attributed to both the health care units and mothers (7).

King stated that health personnel may be inadequately trained or educated to carry out the work that needs to be done, then, this and many other personal factors of the health workers result in gaps and weaknesses in the chain of events leading to health care,
rather than problems related to limited resources (8). Similar ideas are stated in the State of the World’s Children 1990, as follows: it is not only a question of money and technology, it is also a question of the delivery systems and the infrastructure, the management skills and the training, and the use of all possible channels to inform and support parents in applying today’s knowledge" (2).

A study done by the MOH on factors affecting or influencing utilization of immunization services found that sending mothers back-home, in particular in the outreach sites, without their children being vaccinated causes defaulting of more mothers during the subsequent EPI sessions (9). This finding, (also called "broken appointment") could cause higher drop-out rates if the reasons for the event are more attributable to the health care units than to problems related to mothers.

Another study done in Cameroon by Brown et al. found that a poor immunization system was associated with low EPI coverage. It was also found that factors such as, poor health education methods like using a language that most do not understand, and lack of tracing methods for finding defaulting EPI-eligibles or the unimmunized ones were found to have a relationship with a poor immunization system. (10). Research done by Gish in the United States found that integration of a high quality
curative service with the preventive services like EPI has an influence in the rate of utilizing the available health care services by the community (11). Thus, the integration of the PHC services, and providing them on daily basis is one way to attract people to utilize preventive services. Another study done in the United States which was a metaanalysis of the effects of nursing interventions on children and parents had some similarities with the preceding study, in that it deals with the know-how of attracting people to utilize health care services. It was found that mothers who previously were not complying with more prescriptions of medications had better compliance when the nurses started showing interest to inform and educate them on all the necessary aspects of utilizing medications (12).

Studies on some other aspects of PHC, such as community involvement, participating community health workers, and team working system in the implementation of PHC programmes found that these factors have influence on health service coverage, particularly EPI coverage (13, 10, 15).

Kloos and collaborators reviewed the utilization of selected hospitals, health centers, and health stations in central-southern Ethiopia. The findings were that among the children and mothers who started vaccination in the two towns of Wolkite and Merara, 99% of them
completed taking their full doses. But, among 29 children and six women who started vaccination in the rural areas, only 48% of the children and none of the women completed taking their required doses. The investigators concluded from their findings that the observed differences indicate the influence of distance, socio-cultural barriers, and the relatively greater difficulty of follow-up of defaulters in the rural areas than in the urban settings (17).
Research done in one area of Bombay found that the immunization rate of 66% achieved by health staff by providing door-to-door vaccination service was raised to 78% by involving the community. This latter result was attained by establishing an under five community based clinic, where, the members of the community were involved in follow-up of unimmunized children and school children helped in encouraging their siblings to be vaccinated. The study also found that there was reduction in cost, in addition to increases seen in coverage by the help and co-operation obtained from the school children and local voluntary agencies (13).

A comparative study done in a southern high province of Papua New Guinea had similar findings. An EPI rate of 74 percent attained by the traditional MCH team and 28 percent by the Aid post orderlies (APOs) was raised to 86 percent when both groups combined their efforts in providing EPI service (14).

Isenalumbe carried out an evaluation of home midwifery service in Benin, Nigeria. She gathered the opinions of the midwives and that of the mothers on the role of the traditional birth attendants in PHC. She found that both the midwives and mothers opted for the integration the traditional birth attendants into the organized health care system, so that they would be involved in the provision of all health care services for
mothers and children (15). Thus, the findings of this latter evaluative process supports the preceding studies. It shows that participating members of the community, such as volunteers, Community Health Agents, Traditional Birth Attendants, or any other individual or collective members of the community in PHC boosts health service coverage, including EPI rates.

Availability, accessibility, acceptance, and utilization of health care services are factors having effects on EPI rates. Their definitions are given by WHO as follows: availability is the ratio between the population of an administrative unit (district etc.) and the health facilities and personnel assigned to it. Accessibility is the number or proportion of a given population that can be expected to use a specified facility service, given certain physical (distance, travel time), economic (travel cost, fee. charged), or social and cultural (caste or language) barriers. Utilization is defined as the number or proportion of the population actively using given services, and this can be related to the number or proportion needing the service. However, it is stated in the same WHO series that different countries use different standards in applying these definitions (16).

In Ethiopia, the PHC review defined people living within twelve kilometres radius of the health care units
and five kilometres of the outreach sites as having access to the health care services offered at these places (7).

However, in actual fact, even those living within the prescribed limits from the health facilities or outreach sites may not be able to use the services due to various reasons or barriers (lack of transport facility, financial or cultural barriers).

**Effects of Specific Factors on EPI Coverage:**

Numerous factors can affect EPI coverage. Among these factors are, knowledge, attitude, and practice of mothers in EPI. In addition, factors like educational status, occupation and socio-cultural and religious beliefs are found. An investigation done in the United States by Hall and Dorvan revealed that married patients and patients with large family size showed significant association with higher satisfaction in medical care. This meta-analysis aimed at examining the relation between patients' socio-demographic characteristics and their satisfaction in medical care also showed that marital status and family size were significantly associated with greater age and less educational level. On the other hand, no relation was found for age, income, or sex as socio-demographic characteristics with satisfaction in medical care (18).
Markland et al. carried out an investigation of the socio-psychological factors affecting child immunization and found the following; the group of the population which has adequately immunized their children have clear or high levels of perception of diseases seriousness, higher age, and educational levels, smaller family size, greater media exposure than those whose children were inadequately immunized (19).

Nasseri et al. in their research on the determinants of partial participation in EPI programmes found that mothers’ knowledge and motivation, residence in rural areas, and utilization of antenatal care showed positive association with EPI coverage (20).

In a research done by Amenu, on factors affecting the utilization of health stations, in Yererna Kereyer, Ethiopia, the following results were found: among the people utilizing the health care services offered in the health stations, people in the age group of fifteen to thirty four, literate, government employees, Amhara, and females were found to be the ones who most utilize the health stations. It was also found that mothers having knowledge on EPI, or those previously attending antenatal care are the ones who use EPI service more than those mothers lacking such experiences. In addition, people having favourable attitudes towards the health care system and also those having access to health information
on the radio were the ones who most utilize the health stations. Another study done by Tsegaye, in one area of Addis Ababa found that EPI attendants with low educational status are the ones who most often default. He also found that mothers who previously did not get vaccinated or if they have done so, did not complete their full dose, and those lacking adequate information and knowledge on EPI were the ones who most default (22).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design:

A census type of cross-sectional study was the design utilized for carrying out the health care units’ survey.

Study Population:

All the various types of health care units, health centers, health stations, and the non-MOH clinics were included in the study population. A total of twenty such health care units are providing PHC services, including immunization service in three awrajas that are found in north-eastern Arsi, which were previously one awraja at the time of implementing the study. The awrajas are Mertijeju, Arba Gugu, and Gololcha that constitute the study area. Three health care units were excluded from the study population due to logistic problems (distance and lack of road). Two health workers, the head of the health care unit and another randomly selected one participated in responding to written questions in all the remaining seventeen health care units. A complementary survey of sampled households within the population accessed by EPI under each one of the health care units was also carried out. The aim of this complementary survey was to obtain relatively reliable
data on EPI rates attained by the individual health care units in the under-two children and pregnant women. Some relevant data on socio-cultural, economic, and demographic characteristics of the population, in particular mothers, were also obtained from this survey. Owing to logistic problems, mainly time and labour cost, fifty mothers under each health unit (total eight hundred fifty) were sampled by systematically allocating mothers having EPI-eligible children.

Thus, sample size calculation was not done owing to the census character of the health units survey and due to the stated logistic problems in the case of mothers' surveys.

A 95% confidence limit was calculated on the prevailing EPI rates in one of the awrajas in the study area. Calculation of the confidence limit was used to estimate an EPI rate that will be obtained in the underlying population under each one of the health units. Thus, the 95% confidence limit on the existing rate, and by using a two sided test was found to be between (22.02, 3.98).

The concept underlying survey of mothers of EPI eligible children was to obtain data on immunization rates and other aspects related to mothers, as stated earlier.
20 Health units providing immunization and other PHC services in three awrajas that are found in North-Eastern Arsi

17 Health units constitute the study population

3 Health units were excluded from the study due to logistic problems

17 x 2 = 34
Health workers participated in the interview survey of health units

17 x 50 = 850
Mothers having children under two years old were systematically sampled for the complementary interview survey

Figure 1. Framework Designed for Both Health Care Units' Survey and for the Complementary Sampled Mothers Survey.
Measurement:

The health care units' survey covered the general areas of:
- Health workers' knowledge, attitude, practice, and commitment in the provision of immunization service.
- Factors related to the characteristics of health units, such as physical environment, available facilities, size of the catchment population, and proportion of the catchment population covered by EPI.
- Factors related to the health care delivery system, with more emphasis on EPI.

The reasons underlying the health units' survey was to assess or find out factors included in the characteristics of the health workers that are associated with EPI coverage. The study also aimed at measuring the strength of the health units in the provision of the PHC services. In particular, immunization service on the basis of whether the techniques, strategies, or methods utilized are consistent with PHC approach or not were assessed and graded accordingly. Also, assessment of some characteristics of the health care units on immunisation coverage was included in the health care units' survey.
The household interview survey of mothers covered general areas of:

- Immunization rates attained in both EPI-eligible children and pregnant mothers by the health units in the population accessed by EPI.
- Factors related to the socio-cultural and other demographic characteristics of the mothers.
- Factors related to mothers' knowledge, attitudes, practices, and perceived benefits of EPI.

Definitions:

The definitions given below differs from the WHO standard definition of EPI coverage, in that under-two children fully immunized or regular attenders and pregnant women who took the two doses of tetanus vaccine are taken into account to yield immunization or EPI coverage rates for the health units studied. According to the present study, such definition was required to be able to measure the strength of the health units on the basis of their overall achievements in activities related to EPI. The definitions are:

- A fully immunized child is a child who has received BCG, DPT3, polio3 and measles before the age of two years, regardless of whether or not the child is late.
- A regular attender child is a child who has started getting vaccinated, and was still waiting for the
next appointment, regardless of whether or not the child started late.

The immunization coverage rate of a health care unit is obtained from the survey of the 50 mothers with their under two children in its catchment area. Immunization coverage rate is the average of the per cent of children under two who are fully immunized or regular attenders, and the percent of women who received two doses of TT during their last pregnancy. A health care unit with an immunization coverage of $\geq 60\%$ is considered to have high coverage. A health care unit with an immunization coverage $< 60\%$ is considered to have low coverage.

"Strength of the health care system" is a composite variable calculated for health care unit as follows. Under the section of health care delivery system, questions 10 through 26 were used (Appendix A). The scores to these questions were summed. For less important items, the scores ranged from 0 to 2, for other items the ranges were from 0 to 4 or 5. For example, frequency of EPI session, daily = 4, weekly = 1, less than once a week = 0. Involving the community in EPI activities, yes = 5, no = 0.
Mothers under each health care unit are said to have adequate knowledge if $\geq 50\%$ of them know at least two diseases prevented by EPI.

Mothers under each health care unit are said to have a positive attitude if $\geq 80\%$ of them answer yes to one or more of questions 20, 21 and 22 in the questionnaire for mothers’ survey (Appendix A).

**Data Collection**

An interview survey was used for data collection. Questionnaires were first prepared in English and then translated into Amharic versions (see appendix A). Translation into an Oromo version as a guideline for the mothers’ survey was also done prior to carrying out a pilot study which was carried out in Keleta awraja (a neighbouring awraja to the study area). The pilot study which aimed at pre-testing the questions in Amharic and Oromo languages helped in making the necessary corrections in these two versions.

A physician, who is the principal investigator was involved in getting the consent of the participating health workers, and in undertaking of other tasks pertaining to the survey of health units. The interview survey of mothers was carried out by members of the awraja health management team organized in one of the awrajas in the study area.
There were two dependent or outcome variables in the finding of this study:
- Percentage of under two children fully immunized or regular attenders and each health unit studied.
- Percentage of mothers who received the two doses of TT vaccine during their most recent pregnancy.

Data Analysis

The data was entered on an SPSS/PC+ statistical programme and analyzed using standard statistical techniques.

From the survey of mothers from the catchment area of each health care unit, the immunization coverage rate for each health institution was calculated, and the health care units dichotomized into units with high and low coverage as above. This is the dependent variable.

Frequency distributions were run for all independent variables. On the basis of inspection and the investigator's understanding, these variables were dichotomized. Cross tabulations were then made between the dependent variable (immunization coverage) and all independent variables, and Fisher's exact test was used to test significance levels.

"Strength of health care system", a composite variable defined above, was compared with immunization coverage for each health care unit by graphing.
RESULTS

Univariate Analysis:

A considerable number of factors have been studied under various categories of interest to the study. They are factors related to the characteristics of health workers, delivery of health care services, characteristics of health units, and characteristics of the population studied, particularly mothers. Details of the findings on the individual factors included in the major categories are provided in tables one through four.

Reasons for defaulting of EPI attendants including reasons for not being vaccinated are also found by the study. There were a total of 180 defaulters and 222 unvaccinated children (21.2% and 26.1%, respectively) among the 850 children studied in all the 17 health units. 32 (18%) of the defaulters attributed the causes for defaulting to the health care delivery system including health workers. The reasons given by mothers were: observing wound, fever, or some other symptoms of illness in their children after they got their children vaccinated. Very few mothers complained of having to wait too long or maltreatment by the health workers while they were attending EPI sessions. The majority of defaulting attendants, 141 (78%), blamed themselves for defaulting due to problems of their own such as having
been sick, away for some time or having used that day for other purposes.

The mothers whose children were not yet immunized were found to have almost the same reasons for not yet having their children vaccinated. Two hundred and eight (93.7%) of them said that they have a custom that prohibits leaving the house at least for the first two months after birth or delivery indicating that it is not good for the babies nor for the mothers.

It was also found from the community survey that the EPI rates attained by the health units in the under two children fully immunized or regular attenders varied from 18% to 96%, and the mean was 52.8%. Similarly, in the case of pregnant mothers who have taken the two doses of TT vaccine during their most recent pregnancy also ranged from a low of 12% to a high of 96%, and with mean coverage rate of 51%. More detailed information is provided in Table 5.
Table 1. Distribution of Health Care Units by Factors Related to the Health Workers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Related to the Healthworkers</th>
<th>No of Health Care Units</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Qualification—head of health care unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Physician</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nurse</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Health assistant</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Experience in provision of health care service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More than three years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two to three</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than two</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Course, seminar, or training received on EPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Yes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Knowledge of EPI-vaccine contraindications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adequate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inadequate</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Knowledge on EPI-vaccine secondary effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adequate</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inadequate</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Belief in motivational power of polite behaviour on mothers attending EPI session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not believe in</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Priority in providing EPI service vs routine curative service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prioritizes more provision</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives equal priority to both</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives less priority to provision</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Level of effort devoted to increasing EPI coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effort</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A lot of extra effort</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Belief that being committed could yield better coverage, even if resources remain scarce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (do not believe in)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Distribution of the Health Care Units by Factors Related to the Delivery of Immunization Service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Related to Delivery of Immunization Service</th>
<th>No of Health Care Units</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Frequency of EPI service delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Daily</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weekly</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than once a week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Methods of informing about the availability and necessity of EPI service to the community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Conducted on occasions of mass meetings or through a responsible third person</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Never been conducted</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Strategy used in screening all children visiting the health care units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Screen and vaccinate, if required so</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Screen and appoint for vaccination</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do not conduct screening</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Strategy used for the delivery of health education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Conduct in public gatherings or prior to delivery of preventive services like EPI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Conduct prior to delivery of daily medical services</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do not conduct</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Frequency of tracing EPI defaulters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weekly</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Monthly</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do not conduct</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. No. of EPI re-surveillance done during the last eight months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two or above</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- One</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- None</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Broken appointment in any of the scheduled EPI - sessions during the last eight months in outreach EPI sites
   - No 13 76.5
   - Yes 4 23.5

8. Community health workers participate in carrying out EPI activities
   - Yes 8 47.5
   - No 9 52.5

9. Involving the community in carrying out EPI activities
   - Yes 8 47.5
   - No 9 52.5

10. Collaboration of other government sectors that are available in the area in carrying out EPI activities
    - Yes 6 35.0
    - No 11 65.0

11. Availability of annual health plan
    - Yes 16 94.1
    - No 1 5.9

12. Strategies used in monitoring periodical achievements in EPI
    - Tables, graphs, charts, or others 8 47.5
    - Nothing 9 52.5

13. Supervisory visits from which feedback has been given to the health care unit during the past eight months
    - one or two 16 94.1
    - none 1 5.9

Table 3. Distribution of the Health Care Units by Factors Related to Characteristics of the Health Care Units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Related to the Characteristics of Health Care Units</th>
<th>No of Health Care units</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Type by ownership of health care units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- MOH</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Non-MOH organization</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. No. of years since implementing EPI Programme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Five years or above</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two to four years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than two years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Distance in Kms. from the next higher health institution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than twenty Kms.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Twenty to fifty</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sixty to ninety</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hundred or more</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Type of the road extending up to the next higher health institution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All weather road</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dry</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No road</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Available transport facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Car</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Motorbicycle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bicycle or animal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- None</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Magnitude of the health care units catchment population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lower than the recommended level</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Approximately equal to the recommended level</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More than the recommended level</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. No. of supervisory visits and feedback made to the health care unit during the last eight months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two or more</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- One</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- None</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Proportion of the health care units’ catchment population offered EPI service at the static site (health care unit level)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Range</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 - 100%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Proportion of the health care units’ catchment population offered EPI service at the out-reach sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Range</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41% - 60%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% - 40%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Distribution of the Surveyed Population (Mothers of EPI-Eligible Children) by Selected Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Related to some Characteristics of Mothers</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 17 to 35 years</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than 17 or more than 35</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Number of children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers having one to four</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- &quot; five or more</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Occupational status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Housewives or dependents staying at home</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers engaged in activities outside the house</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Educational status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Illiterate mothers</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers who attended literacy campaign</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers who attend elementary or higher level</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Family source of income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Agriculture or daily income</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Government employee or owner of establishments</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Awareness of the availability of EPI service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers who are aware of EPI schedule</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers who are not aware of EPI schedule</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Mothers attitude towards the health workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Favourable</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unfavourable</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Mothers’ perceived benefit of EPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers believing in the benefit of vaccination for their children</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mothers who don’t believe in it</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge about EPI diseases
- Mothers knowing more than two 136
- Mothers knowing one or two 233
- Mothers knowing none 481

Religious belief of mothers
- Islam 382
- Orthodox Christians 468
- Others

Ethnicity
- Oromo 396
- Amhara 448
- Others 6

Immunization coverage of under two children
- Fully immunized plus regular attenders 448
- Defaulters 180
- Unimmunized 222

Immunization coverage of mothers during their most recent pregnancy
- Mothers who took the two doses of TT 405
- Mothers who took only one dose 166
- Unimmunized mothers 279
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Under two children</th>
<th>Pregnant women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agu mission clinic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memberhiwot clinic</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chole health station</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mertifarm clinic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibestegent clinic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyo health station</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golgota clinic</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gune health station</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golotcha health station</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolo health station</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arboye health station</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesfahiwot health station</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abomsa health center</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teferiberhan health station</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumuga health station</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addishiwot health center</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadska clinic</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bivariate Analysis:

A bivariate analysis was used to determine the relationships that could exist between the various variables studied. The variables were cross tabulated and the resulting associations were measured, and the statistical significance was tested by using Fisher’s exact test.

The dependent variable was immunization coverage of health units. Immunization coverage was considered to be high if it was \( \geq 60\% \), and low if it was \(<60\%\).

Among the variables studied under health care delivery system, daily EPI session, weekly tracing of defaulters, involving the community in EPI activities, and directly informing the community during occasions like, mass meetings, on the availability and necessity of EPI were found to be positively associated with immunization coverage. Mothers’ educational status, attitude towards the health care system including health workers, and towards EPI were also found to be significantly associated with immunization coverage. Immunization rate in pregnant mothers showed significant association with immunization rate in the under-two children indicating that health service utilization by mothers has influence on the rate of EPI utilization by under-two children. Two independent variables that showed a statistically significant relation were daily
tion and weekly tracing of defaulters. The types of categories under which various factors were studied were also analyzed for possible overall relationships with immunization coverage. Only two of these categories, characteristics of the health care delivery system, and characteristics of the population resulted to have statistically significant associations with immunization coverage \((p<0.00185\) and \(p<0.00041\), respectively). The relation found between the health care delivery system and immunization coverage shows that there is a close relation between the strength of the health care system and health units achievements in EPI, as depicted in (figure 2).

A bivariate analysis made on the other variables did not show statistically significant associations. The variables that were not associated with immunization coverage are given in (table 6). A bivariate analysis of the following variables did not show associations statistical significance; methods of EPI service, involving the community in EPI activities and mothers' attitude towards the health care system, and mothers' attitude towards EPI or their perceived benefit of the service and mothers' attitude towards the health care system. \(P>0.05\) in all the cases. Further information on the variables that are found to be statistically significant is given in table 6.
Using the Variables that are Significant by Health Units Having an
A. Variables Included in the health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Community Involvement</th>
<th>Health Units Having Statistically High Coverage</th>
<th>Health Units Having Statistically Low Coverage</th>
<th>P-Value with Fisher's Exact Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Involving the community in EPI activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tracing EPI defaulters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Methods of informing the community on the availability and necessity of EPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Through written notices, second person, or never informing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- In occasions of mass meetings</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Educational status of mothers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than fifty percent illiterate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fifty percent or more illiterate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Mothers' attitude towards health care system or health workers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Eighty percent or more having favourable attitude</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than eighty percent favourable attitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Mothers' attitude towards EPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Eighty percent or more having favourable attitude</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than or more having favourable attitude</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Factors that are not significantly associated with immunization coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables that are not statistically significant</th>
<th>P-value with fisher’s exact T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Factors related to the health workers**
1. Qualification of the health worker
2. Course, seminar, or training received on EPI
3. Knowledge on vaccine contraindication
4. Health worker’s belief in motivational power of polite behaviour
5. Health worker’s attitude towards EPI, in prioritizing the service vs routine curative service
6. Health worker’s effort in raising EPI coverage
7. Health worker’s belief in being committed may result in better attainment in EPI coverage

**Factors related to the health care delivery system**
1. Screening all children visiting health units, their immunization status
2. Strategy for delivery of health education
3. Number of re-surveillance conducted during the last eight months
4. Community health workers participating in EPI activities
5. Availability of intersectoral collaboration favouring in the carrying out EPI activities
6. Monitoring periodical EPI achievements
7. Availability of annual health plan

**Factors related to the health unit**
1. Type of the health unit
2. No. of years since delivery of EPI service
3. Distance in kilometers from the next higher health institution
Factors related to the population (mothers)

1. Mother’s knowledge on EPI p> 0.10
2. Mother’s age p> 0.10
3. Number of children p> 0.10
4. Religion p> 0.10
5. Ethnicity p> 0.10
6. Occupational status p> 0.10
7. Family source of income p> 0.10
8. Mother’s awareness about the schedule set for the provision of immunization service p> 0.05
Figure 2 - Figure showing the strength of the health care system as graded by sum of the scores given for the items studied under the health care delivery system.
informing the community on the availability and necessity of EPI with Immunization coverage. Other studies that have been done on characteristics of the population in relation to utilization of health services have findings similar to the present one (10, 12, 20, 21, 22).

Weekly tracing of EPI defaulters is also significantly associated with high immunization coverage. This is not surprising. Brown has found in his study that lack of tracing defaulters is one of the factors contributing to a poor immunization system (10). This suggests that tracing defaulters is an indicator of a good health care system. In relation to tracing defaulters, it is indispensable to identify the reasons for defaulting. The degree of success in raising coverage by tracing defaulters differs according to whether the factor causing defaulting is attributed to the community or to the health unit. In the latter case, disappointment of the population due to poor service by the health unit may be reflected in the communities' utilization of the service on subsequent occasions.

Involving the community in EPI activities or in any other PHC activities is a basic PHC principle. The relation found between immunization coverage and involving the community is expected due to many reasons. People are more likely to utilize a service that they feel they have participated in to bring to their
community. Thus, involving them in the follow-up and assessment of eligible requiring vaccination, including sharing responsibilities of organizing delivery of the health care services is likely to improve EPI rates. Findings of research done in other countries, such as the ones done in Bombay, Nigeria, and others have also shown this relationship (13, 14, 15).

Educational status of mothers was one of the variables studied that showed a significant relation with immunization coverage. It was found that the less the proportion of illiterate mothers in a population, the more the health units achieve high coverage in such a population, and vice versa. Many studies have shown similar findings in that high educational level is usually related to a high rate of utilizing health care services (19, 21, 22).

Two other variables, mothers' attitude towards the health care delivery system, and their perceived benefit of EPI were positively associated with immunization coverage. These factors are fundamental in that they are the ones marking the first paths towards the final decision that mothers reach to utilize these health services. An investigation done by Markland et al. on socio-psychological factors affecting infant immunization has findings supporting the present one (19).

There are several limitations to this study. The
DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Table 6, having a daily EPI session was found to be associated with high immunization coverage. The statistical significance of this relation could be attributed to the facts underlying daily EPI sessions, which implies not only provision of vaccination on daily basis, but also integration of all the PHC services on daily basis. Thus, this situation motivates the people, in particular mothers, when the availability of all the health care services that they need for their children and themselves could be provided to them in one day resulting in high achievements in coverage by the health units. This finding was supported by a study done by Gish (12). The association found by this study between immunization rate of pregnant women and under two children is also in favour of this finding.

Mothers are usually sensitive and attentive to all matters affecting the health of their children. However, if they have not been exposed to any media of information or event concerning their children’s health, there is no way that they could be motivated to benefit their children or themselves of the available health care services. The ideas stated, so far, are in favour of the statistically significant relationship that this study has found between using occasions like, mass meetings in
first is that desirability bias may have affected the answers of various respondents. This is particularly true of the health workers, and probably mothers who were aware that the interview was being conducted by health workers.

A second limitation has to do with the small sample size used to measure immunization coverage. Although this was unavoidable for logistic reasons, it means that the confidence intervals around the estimate for immunization coverage is wide. As this is the dependent variable, it will be affected to some extent.

A third limitation is that in this study, only areas which had access to EPI services were surveyed in order to obtain the immunization coverage for the health unit. Health units that make efforts to expand EPI coverage by having many outreach sites, but achieve relatively low coverage at these sites may result in having lower rates than health units that have no outreach sites and only give service to the people living in the immediate vicinity.
CONCLUSION

The study intended to provide much needed information on the effects of the characteristics of the health workers and the health care delivery system on health service coverage, in particular EPI coverage. The relation between the characteristics of mothers and immunization coverage has also been considered. None of the factors related to the health workers and health unit were found to be associated with immunization coverage.

However, of the factors that have been studied under the characteristics of the health care delivery system, having a daily EPI session, informing the community about EPI services, tracing defaulters and involving the community were found to be associated with high immunization coverage. Of the characteristics of communities that were studied, having a high rate of literacy among mothers, and having a high proportion of mothers with a positive attitude towards the health care system and EPI services were found to be associated with immunization coverage. An association was also found between the immunization coverage of under-two children and of mothers, and between having a daily immunization session and tracing defaulters.

Further studies, to try to understand what motivates health workers to hold daily EPI sessions, trace
defaulters and inform and involve the community would be of interest. It would also be important to assess the training that is given to health workers in the area of EPI, as this study indicates that it appears to have no effect. In the meantime, this study gives information of practical use to those managing, in particular those supervising health services and institutions. The four areas noted, daily service, tracing defaulters, informing and involving the community can all be emphasized in the day to day delivery of health care services.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The 11 health units that are not giving EPI services on a daily basis and not tracing defaulters must be encouraged to do so. Frequent supervision and continuing education of health workers may be useful here.

2. The importance of informing and involving the community in EPI activities must be emphasized to health workers. This may be accomplished through both formal and informal means. Formal means may include activities such as strengthening the awraja health committee, and using mass organization leaders. Informal means may include simple communication with villagers, to inform them and to ask for their help. Health workers may well learn best how to do these things by watching health workers from units that have been able to do this successfully.

3. Meetings, seminars, or any other similar occasions to be undertaken at the awraja level should emphasize the need to encourage positive attitudes in mothers by the type of services by health workers.

4. The on-going literacy campaign should be supported, sustained, and extended to all possible areas in the community, especially areas with low literacy rates that are found by the study.
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire for the survey of health care units and mothers designed for collection of data on the characteristics of health workers, health care delivery system, health care units, and mothers, including EPI rates (English version).

Questionnaire for the survey health care units' survey

Date ____________

Identity No. of the:

Health care unit _________

Health worker _________

Instruction:

Read the following questions and respond by writing a mark 'X' in the space provided for the answer you think is correct, among the given choices.

1. What is your professional qualification?
   Physician ____________
   Nurse ________________
   Health assistant ______

2. For how many years did you work providing health care services?
   One to two years _________
   Three or more years _______
3. Did you receive any course, seminar, or training on EPI?
Yes ____
No ____

4. Do you think EPI eligible children having mild to moderate fever or diarrhoea could be vaccinated?
Yes ____
No ____

5. Which one of the following symptom is included in the secondary reaction of some EPI - vaccines?
Cough ______
Fever ______
Generalized body pain _________

6. Do you believe that defaulting of EPI - attendants could also be attributed to impolite approach of health workers with EPI attendants?
Yes ____
No ____

7. If you are to set priorities in the provision of vaccination service and routine curative service, what do you do?
Give more priority to vaccination than curative service ____
Give equal priority____
Give less priority to vaccination ______
8. If you are conducting an outreach EPI - session, what do you do for vaccinating maximum number of eligible appointed for that day? Visit individual houses of appointed eligible and encourage them to utilize the service. Wait as long as possible, for more people to come. Vaccinate the ones that are already there.

9. Do you believe that by working hard, you can increase your present EPI coverage, even if, your health resources remain scarce? Yes I strongly believe in it Yes I moderately believe in it No I don’t believe

**Instruction:**
Respond to the following questions related to the health care delivery system of the health unit you are working in by writing a mark ‘X’ for the choice you think is true.

10. How many days per week do you offer immunization services at the level of the health unit? (4, 1, 0). All the working days of the week Once a week Less than once a week
11. What methods do you use for informing the community about the availability and necessity of EPI (4,1,0)?

Occasions of mass meetings or public gatherings ____

Through some members of the community or written notices ____

Never used such methods to inform the community

12. How frequently do you conduct tracing of EPI defaulters (4,1,0)?

Weekly ____

Monthly or less ____

Never conducted tracing of defaulters ____

13. What strategies do you use for delivering health education? (4,1,0).

Accommodating health education sessions with preventive services like, EPI sessions, mass meetings, in the schools and other public centers. Usually, prior to provision of daily medical care services. No strategy designed for the delivery of health education.

14. Do you assess the immunization status of all children visiting the health unit for any purpose, other than for EPI - service?

Yes ____

No ____
15. If yes, what do you do after screening them? (4, 1, 0)
   Vaccinate them immediately, if they require so
   
   appoint them for some other day, they
   require so.  
   
   Only advise the parents to get them vaccinated, if they
   require so

16. What strategies do you use for monitoring your periodical achievements in EPI? (2, 1, 0)
   Tables, graphs, or charts
   
   Only EPI - cards, or registries
   
   Nothing

17. Do you involve any member of the community in carrying out EPI - activities (5, 0)
   Yes
   No

18. Do community health workers participate in carrying out EPI - activities? (5, 0)
   Yes
   No

19. Do other government sectors that are available in your area collaborate with the health unit in carrying out EPI -activities? (5, 0)
   Yes
   No
20. Had there been an occasion in the past eight months, when the health unit couldn’t carry out an out-reach EPI - session according to the schedule? (2, 0)
   No _____ Yes _____

21. If yes, explain what was the reason

22. Do you have a plan prepared for the health units EPI activity of this year?
   Yes _____
   No _____

23. If yes, may you show it to me,(2, 1, 0)
   - Contains all the objectives, targets, or goal set
   - " only some aspects
   - Doesn’t give any idea on the most important aspects

24. How many EPI - resurveillance did you conduct during the past eight months (2, 1, 0)
   - Two or more _____
   - Only one ________
   - None ____________

25. Have supervisory visit been made to the health unit during the past eight months? (2, 0)
   - Yes _____ - No _____
26. If yes, how many times did you get feedbacks for the performed supervision? (2, 1, 0)
   - Two or more _____
   - Only one ________
   - None ___________

Instruction:
Respond to the following questions by stating the correct answer about the health unit

27. State whether the health unit is a health center, health station or a non-MOH clinic.

28. For how many years did the health unit provide immunization service?

29. How distant is the health unit in kms. from its next higher health institution?

30. State whether the available road between the health unit and its next higher health institution is all weather road, 2 dry weather road or no road.

31. State the available type of transport facility used for carrying out EPI - activity.

32. State the population that is estimated to live in the health units catchment area.

33. State the number or proportion of the population living within ten kms. radius from the health unit or estimated number or proportion of the population offered immunization service at the level of the health unit.
34. State the number or proportion of the health units catchment population offered immunization service in the outreach sites

Questionnaire for the survey of Mothers

Date ______
Identify no. of the
Health unit ______
EPI site ______
Child ______
Data collector ______

Instruction:
Respond to the following questions by selecting the answer you think is correct, among the given choices.

1. In there a child in this house, who is less than two years old?
   - Yes ______
   - No ______

2. If yes, what is the sex of the child?
   - Male ______
   - Female ______
3. If yes, has the child been vaccinated? (check or BCG scar.)
   Yes ______
   No ______

4. If yes, when did the child start getting vaccinated? (double cheek from the card)
   - Before completing twelve months ______
   - Between twelve and twenty three months ______

5. If vaccinated, which one/ones of the following antigen has taken?
   - BCG _____
   - DPT1 _____
   - DPT2 _____
   - DPT3 _____
   - Polio1 _____
   - Polio2 _____
   - Polio3 _____
   - Measles

6. If not vaccinated, what is the reason for not being vaccinated?
   - Mother not knowing the availability of EPI-service
   - Due to cultural barriers
   - Due to some personal problems of the mother
   - Due to problems related to the health unit
7. If the child is vaccinated, what is the actual vaccination state of the child?
   - Fully immunized ____
   - Defaulter ________
   - Regular attender _____

8. If the child is defaulter, what is the reason for being defaulter?
   - Problems attributable to the health unit ______
   - Problems attributable to personal problems of the mother
   - Problems attributable to uncontrollable events in the area, such as lack of security ______

9. Mother, did you get vaccinated during your most recent pregnancy?
   - Yes ______
   - No ______

10. If yes, How many doses did you get before delivery?
    - One ________
    - Two and above ________

11. Mother, how old are you?
    Less than seventeen years old ______________
    Seventeen to thirty five years old ________
    More than thirty five years old ____________

12. How many children do you have?
    - One to four children _____
    - Five or more " ____
13. What is your occupation?
   - Housewife or dependent on parents _____
   - Government employee ________________
   - Self employed in daily activities _____

14. What is your educational status?
   - Illiterate__________________________
   - Attended literacy campaign _______
   - Attended elementary or higher schools __________

15. What is your religious belief?
   - Islam ____________________________
   - Christian _______________________

16. What is your ethnicity?
   - Oromo _____________
   - Amhara _____________
   - Other (Specify) ____________________

17. What is the source of income for the family?
   - Agriculture ________
   - Salary ______________
   - Daily income _______
   - Establishment like, bar, shop etc. _______

18. Do you know the days of the week, that vaccination service is available in the health unit in your area?
   - Yes _______________
   - No _______________
19. If yes which one of the following statements are true about it?

- There is vaccination service on all the working days of the week

- There is vaccination service on one or two working days of the week

20. Do you feel comfortable with the health care delivery system?

- Yes
- No

21. Do health workers treat you well, when ever you are attending EPI session?

- Yes
- No

22. Do you believe, that your child will be benefited by being vaccinated?

- Yes
- No

23. Please, may you state all the EPI diseases that you know?
Appendix B - Questionnaire in Amharic Version

Appendix B - Questionnaire in Amharic Version

1. የተወሰን ቀን እና ይዘት ከነት ከር ገጆን?
   ሲሆን
   ከር
   ይቀት

2. የለን በን ይህ ይህ ከላን ከው ከው?
   ከተራ ከለ በስፋ
   በስፋ በቀን ይህ ከው

3. የክሱት መስጠቱ ከው ከው ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት
   ይሁን ሰስ ከር ከሆን?
   ሲሆን
   ከር

4. የክሱት መስጠቱ ከው ከው ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት ከሳት
   ሲሆን
   ከር
5. እኔ ከማህከል እን በወንቋ የማህከል ይሰነር ይሆናል ከ____

ነለ____

አንወች መጠንት ከ____

6. ከሁሉ ምክንያቱ መስጠት እኔ ከሚያስችሉ እኔ ይህንን ይሩ ይህንን ከ____ ከ____

ነና____

ነሖ____

7. የሚያስችሉ ከማህከል ከማህከል ይወስደ ይችላል ይህንን ከ____ ከ____ በወንቋ ይገለግልኝ ከ____

አንወች መጠንት____

ስለት ከ____ ከ____

አወጋ ይቹለን____

8. የሚያስችሉ እኔ በወንቋ ይርስ የሚያስችሉ እኔ ይህንን ይህንን በወንቋ ይገለጠል ይህንን ከ____ ከ____

አንወች መጠንት____

ስለት ከ____ ከ____

አወጋ ይቹለን____

9. የሚያስችሉ እኔ ከማህከል እኔ ከማህከል ይሰነር ይሆናል ከ____ ከ____

ነለ____

አንወች መጠንት____

አወጋ ይቹለን____
10. _OBJEKTIVI__  

11. _OBJEKTIVI__  

12. _OBJEKTIVI__  

13. _OBJEKTIVI__  

14. _OBJEKTIVI__
20. Millise kõige tõhusa on tugevad aegad? 

21. Millise õppevahendit on nüüd levi? 

22. Milline on sõna "õpetaja"? 

23. Millistest aspektist on õpetaja üksikühend? 

24. Millise õppevahendit kasutab õpetaja? 

25. Milline õppevahend on kõige tõhusam? 

26. Millise õppevahendit on tänaseni üksikühend?
15. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ የውጥ ለማይት ያሆና ያስሆኔ? ከወድ ይህ ለማህበራ መረጃ

16. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ ያስሆኔ ይልኝ ያልተገኝ ነው ይህ ያሆና ያስሆን? ከወድ ይህ ከ የምን ያስሆን

17. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ ያስሆኔ ይልኝ ያስሆኔ ያስገኝ ነው ያስሆን? ከወድ ይህ ከ የምን ያስሆን

18. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ ያስሆኔ ያስገኝ ነው ያስሆን? ከወድ ይህ ከ የምን ያስሆን

19. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ ያስሆኔ ያስገኝ ነው ያስሆን? ከወድ ይህ ከ የምን ያስሆን

20. የተማ ያለው ለማህበረ መረጃ ያሆኔ ያስሆኔ ያስገኝ ነው ያስሆን? ከወድ ይህ ከ የምን ያስሆን
26. የወጡ ምክንያት ከጉወ ወንጀል መወጡ ከወ በፋ ከራ ይና ይነርጭል።
   ይንድ ይቻላ ምክንያት ጥፋ ይቻላ ይቻላ
   ይንድ ማስጠፋ

27. ይህ መወጡ ከወ በፋ ከራ ይነርጭል።
   ይንድ ይቻላ ምክንያት ጥፋ ይቻላ ይቻላ
   ይንድ ማስጠፋ

28. መወጡ ከወ በፋ ከራ ይነርጭል።
   ይንድ
   ይንድ ይቻላ
   ይንድ ይቻላ ይቻላ
   ይንድ

29. ምክንያት ከወ በፋ ከራ ይነርጭል።

30. ይህ መወጡ ከወ በፋ ከራ ይነርጭል።

31. ምክንያት ከወ በፋ ከራ ይነርጭል።
1. ከሆነውም እው autoplay እና ዷጋ ይስ እና ይስ؟

2. ምስ እው እው የው势必 ይህ ገንዘብ እና ይስ?

3. የው势必 የው势必 የው势必 እው autoplay እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የፋው

4. ወ Luigi እው እው autoplay እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው //=

5. ምስ እው እው autoplay እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የው势必 እና የ_provider_name_.
5. მისი თურინგზე სამომართლო რის გზე? თუ მათ ვერ ცეკვათ, რომ მათმა გამოქვაცეთ.

6. თქვენ თქური რა?

7. პროგრამული დიასტალი რა არის?

8. მათ როგორ მოქცეული შეძლოთ?
10. ያለው ይብቻ ቤት የሆነ؟
   ከ17 የወን ከታ_
   ከ17 የወን እለስ 35 የወን_
   35 የወን ከለ_

11. ይህ የነገር ዲም ከሳይት؟
   ከ1 ከለስ 4 ዲም_
   ቁጉ ከለስ ከለ_

12. ይህ ያለው ሇወን ወሎት ያለው ይችላል ከሳይት?
   ይሆኔ በተራ የሃብ የገኛ ከሳይት_
   ይሆኔ የሁት ከታ_
   ይሆኔ የሃብ የሃብ ከታ_

13. ያስወን ዝርዝር ቤት?
   ላንቋ_
   ይሆኔ ያስወን ዝርዝር ቤት_
   ከወን ዝርዝር ቤት_

14. መስጠት ዝን?
   ከፋ ያስገኝ ከስተኳጉ_
   ከለም_
   ከለ/ ያትለ ከለ_

15. በስርት ዝን?
   ከፋ_
   ከለ_
   ከለ / ያትለ ከለ/
16. מיתקע פא קאר תוא ון?

17. מיתקע פא קאר תוא ון?

18. mithkë pa korkmë pa-

19. mithkë pa korkmë pa-

20. mithkë pa korkmë pa-

21. mithkë pa korkmë pa-
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